
Container Weight System
Ensure SOLAS compliance for container weight verification with 
Strainstall’s highly accurate CWS™  for ports and terminals



Strainstall’s Container Weight System™ seamlessly integrates load 
monitoring technology onto existing container handling equipment, 
with no operational impact to ports and terminals.

OEM compatibility: 

Strainstall’s CWS™ is designed to be retrofitted to existing 

container handling equipment with no modification 

required enabling quick and easy installation in about an 

hour. Working closely with original equipment manufacturers 

(OEMs) CWS™ is fully adaptable to suit all the major crane 

and spreader manufacturers’ equipment.  The system can 

be retrofitted into the spreader headblock or at the twistlock 

making it a permanent feature of the container handling 

equipment with minimal wear. Alternatively, the twistlocks 

themselves can be replaced if 20ft twinlift spreaders are used.

Proven accuracy:

Developed in response to industry needs, the latest generation of 

CWS™ is proven to deliver highly accurate and repeatable 

results that are in excess of industry expectations. Successful 

trials have resulted in 100% of all data points falling within +/-

300kgs up to 20T and 1.5% of the load beyond 20T, giving you 

full confidence in the performance of CWS™ to ensure SOLAS 

compliance.

The Container Weight System (CWS)™, specifically developed to meet SOLAS regulations, delivers accurate weight verification data in 

real-time, as part of the regular lifting cycle.

Fully configurable to your specific spreader based cargo handling equipment, CWS™ seamlessly integrates into existing terminal 

operating systems (TOS), giving a simple and automated process for producing verified gross mass (VGM) for SOLAS compliance.

CWS™ ensures full compliance to the IMO’s 
SOLAS amendments for container weight 
verification 
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Find out how Strainstall 
can support you with 
SOLAS compliance

What are the new IMO’s SOLAS amendments?

Why install a spreader based weighing system?

From 1 July 2016, it will be a legal requirement for every export container to have a verified container weight as a condition for loading 

aboard a vessel.

The mis-declaration of weights is a significant issue that arises in almost every trade and has led to a number of catastrophic incidents. 

Proper container handling and safe vessel stowage planning requires the verification of accurate container weights before the vessel 

loading process occurs.

Ports and terminals are the natural environment for container VGM solutions to be implemented as packed containers are already lifted 

as part of normal operations. Strainstall’s CWS™ enables the weight of a container to be determined without the need to do anything 

different to what ports and terminals do today, the weight is obtained during the course of existing lifting operations. Spreader based 

weighing solutions are the only solution that have zero time and operational impact on existing terminal operations. There 

is no need to implement separate lift and drop or more complex weighbridge based processes.

This gives ports and terminals the opportunity to obtain a VGM for each container without any additional operational cost 

If a container turns up to a terminal without a verified weight it cannot be loaded onto the vessel. By installing a container weighing 

system on site, any potential issues of containers being stranded at the terminal need not be a worry.

By installing a container weighing system into existing container handling equipment you eliminate the need to provide a dedicated 

weighing station, simplifying the logistical flow of the terminal and significantly increasing its operational safety and efficiency.

 



Why choose Strainstall?

Strainstall offers a truly broad range of technologies that are proven throughout multiple high assurance industries worldwide, including 

the oil and gas sector. Our highly experienced engineers are experts in developing load monitoring systems for the most challenging of 

environments, offering unparalleled standards of accuracy and reliability for highly cost-effective solutions.

The Container Weight System™ has benefitted from the same high-level of expertise that we deploy when creating robust, high 

quality and cost-effective solutions that enhance the safety and performance of our customer’s assets, from critical offshore structure 

monitoring to significant infrastructure projects.

As part of James Fisher and Sons plc, Strainstall benefits from an extensive network and global reach which ensures that   

you’re never far from support and service when it’s needed to keep your business moving.

A trusted brand and international partner in specialist load 
measurement solutions.
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We assessed a number of different options to be able to offer a container weighing service to  
our customers and selected Strainstall’s system because it doesn’t require any changes to our 
port operating procedures and is quick to install. The trials demonstrated an accuracy above   
our expectations and the system will be fully integrated into our TOS to ensure we are able   
to offer a full VGM service by the first of July.

Nick Loader, chief executive officer, DP World Southampton”

DP World Southampton fits out its entire straddle 

carrier fleet with Strainstall’s unique 

Container Weight System (CWS™)

“



Features Benefits 

Accuracy exceeds industry expectations and is a fully certified system Full compliance to SOLAS regulations

Weight obtained during the normal lifting cycle No delay to port or terminal operations

Retrofit solutions for all existing spreader based container handling systems Flexible integrated solution

Can be used to extend twistlock service life based on lift data Reduces ongoing twistlock replacement costs

Full TOS integration, with data output in various analogue / digital formats, eg. 
RS485

Seamless process for producing VGM

No consumable wear parts - fit and forget system Low maintenance costs 

Identifies eccentrically loaded and overloaded containers Improved safety 

Simple to install – no modification required to existing equipment and no special 
tools or skills required. Fast installation in approx 1 hour

Reduced installation costs resulting in minimal downtime

Modular ‘plug and play’ spares system with no ongoing servicing Minimises potential system downtime

Simple on-site calibrations with no need to remove system from equipment Low running costs and easy to maintain 

No driver intervention required - fully automatic system Eliminates potential for human error, no training required

Rugged proven technology - vibration and shock resistant Highly reliable for long life and low maintenance

On-board data logging Historical data available for analysis and a backup to TOS data

Wireless system options Quick installation and eliminates the risk of cable damage

Optional 3G / 4G modem for remote access Enables remote commissioning, operational support and upgrades

Strainstall’s CWS™ solution has been specifically developed to meet container weight verification regulations with minimal 

impact to port and terminal operations.

Features and benefits of CWS™ 

DP World Southampton fits out its entire straddle 

carrier fleet with Strainstall’s unique 

Container Weight System (CWS™)



CWS™ solution

CWS™ options include:

• Bespoke data output formats or strings

• Cabled or wireless spreader / processor communications

•  3G / 4G modem can be fitted for remote diagnostics and 

upgrades

• Integration with client specific software / hardware

• Simultaneous wireless indication in real-time via additional 

handset

• Load sensing via twistlocks, annular cells or load pins

The system can be fully configured to your specific spreader based 
container handling equipment requirements, including load pin, load 
cell and twistlock options.

CWS™ is a flexible and robust solution with no consumable   
parts, delivering reduced operating costs. 
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Typical specifications

Accuracy ± 300kg up to 20T and ± 1.5% of load beyond

Environmental protection IP67

Data output Serial
CAN
Ethernet
WiFi
Other options available on request

Hazardous area Available on request

Wireless As required

Digital load cell interface dimensions 190mm x 160mm x 80mm

Display unit dimensions 190mm x 160mm x 80mm

Digital load cell interface power 12 / 14 Vdc (max 36Vdc) <500mA

Display unit power 12 / 24 Vdc (max 36Vdc) <1A

Fast 
installation

Accurate Seamless 
integration 

Low 
maintenance



Load pins offer perhaps the most well-proven, robust, cost-effective and accurate means of weight measurement and can 

be integrated into a wide range of port and terminal equipment. This technology is well proven across a range of demanding 

applications, including large offshore structures, oil and gas installations and harsh subterranean mining applications. Strainstall has 

also undertaken successful trials that proves the accuracy of this solution for container weight verification.

For customers wishing to implement a twistlock based container VGM system, Strainstall recommends solutions based on durable 

and long lasting strain gauge instrumented twistlock collars. This approach provides the best available form of twistlock based 

solution in terms of cost, accuracy and long term durability.

Crucially for both load pin and twistlock based implementations, Stainstall’s experience is that there is no requirement for current 

terminal operating procedures to be changed. Load pin and strain gauge based systems are comparatively easy to maintain in situ 

without the need for external technical support.
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CWS™ configuration 

Stainstall’s experience is that there is no requirement for current   
terminal operating procedures to be changed for loadpin and   
twistlock solutions
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CWS™ detects when a container is lifted and automatically finds a 
stable weight which is transmitted to the TOS with a lift ID. The system 
integrates with the crane’s programmable logic controller and provides 
a time stamp with each VGM to allow the TOS to automatically 
associate the VGM with a particular container.  

No driver intervention is required eliminating the possibility of human error. The TOS monitors the lift ID and records   

all of the information from the chosen interface.

CWS™ is compatible with a number of different external interfaces depending on your needs, all available as    

standard over both serial and Ethernet interfaces:

•           Ethernet MODBUS TCP

•           RS-485 MODBUS RTU

•           RS-232 MODBUS RTU

•           Ethernet interactive

•           Ethernet UDP streaming

•           Ethernet TCP/IP polled

•           RS-485 ASCII streaming

Easy integration with terminal operating 
systems (TOS)
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Global reach 

With a network of support services and by leveraging our global 
connections, Strainstall is well placed to support your specialist  
weighing needs, whatever the location. 

Locations

Strainstall 

James Fisher
group



Strainstall 
T: +44 (0)1983 203 600
E: CWS@strainstall.com 
W: www.strainstall.com
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